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Mathematics Department, University of Ouht, Finland 
The notion of a multistochastic automaton is defined. Several anguage 
families are obtained and investigated. It is proved that a language is multi- 
stochastic if and only if it is a homomorphic mage of a stochastic language. 
The same holds also for A-free homomorphisms and for those multistochastic 
automata in which spontaneous state transitions are not allowed. These two 
results are valid for regular substitutions and A-free regular substitutions, 
too.  Some closure properties of the considered language families are established. 
Finally, it is shown that multistochastic automata nd stochastic sequential 
machines are closely related to each other. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
We proved in Turakainen (1970) that the family of stochastic languages i  
not closed under homomorphism or 2,-free homomorphism. By our proof, 
h(L) may be nonstochastic for a stochastic language L even in the case where h 
maps each letter to itself excluding one letter x for which h(x) is the empty 
word A. This reveals that if, in a certain sense, spontaneous state transitions 
are allowed, then we obtain nonstochastic languages, too. This fact in our 
mind, we extend the notion of a probabilistic automaton by allowing several 
transition matrices M,(x) for each letter and for the empty word. As a result, 
we obtain the notions of a multistochastic automaton and a multistochastic 
language. These languages are then classified into several anguage families 
(Section II). 
As it is known (Turakainen, 1969), the family of acceptable languages 
remains unaltered in the extension of a probabilistic automaton where the 
elements of the vectors and matrices are allowed to be arbitrary real numbers. 
This  fact easily implies the corresponding result for multistochastic automata 
(Theorem 1). Another useful generalization is obtained by allowing several 
initial and final vectors. Also this modification is unessential as far as the 
family of acceptable languages is concerned (Theorem 2). In the last two 
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theorems of Section III, we consider the problem of whether the number of 
transition functions can be reduced. 
Section IV is devoted to the homomorphic characterization f the language 
families. It is proved that the family of multistochastic languages equals the 
family of the homomorphic mages of stochastic languages. The same holds 
for A-free homomorphisms and for those multistochastic automata ill which 
the transition matrices for the empty word equal the identity matrix. As we 
show in Theorems 11 and 12, these two results hold, respectively, for arbitrary 
and for A-free regular substitutions, too. In Sec. IV we present also some other 
results involving stochastic languages, regular substitutions and inverse 
homomorphisms. 
In Sec. V, some closure properties of the language families are established. 
In the last section, we prove that a language is multistochastic if and only if it 
is an output language of a stochastic sequential machine. In fact, the same 
language families as above are obtained by means of stochastic sequential 
machines. Consequently, multistochastic automata and probabilistic 
grammars of Santos (1972) are closely related to each other. 
II. ~/~ULTISTOCHASTIC AUTOMATA AND LANGUAGES 
In what follows, I~ denotes an infinite universal alphabet. Every alphabet is 
a finite subset of loo • For any alphabet 1, we denote by I* the set of all words 
over I including the empty word A. The length of a word P is denoted by 
lg(P). For any matrix/14, we write M T for the transpose of M. A square matrix 
is called deterministic, if every row is a coordinate vector. The identity matrix 
of any order is denoted by E. By the notation card(X) we mean the number of 
elements in a finite set X. The notions of (A-free) homomorphism, regular 
substitution, inverse homomorphism, mirror image and derivatives of 
languages are defined as usual. 
DEFINITION 1. A multistochastic automaton over an alphabet I i s  an ordered 
quadruple A ~-(S, {M 1 ,..., M~},~r,f) where S = {s I ,..., s~} is a finite 
nonempty set (the set of states), ,r is an n-dimensional stochastic row vector 
(initial vector), f is an n-dimensional column vector consisting of O's and l's 
only (final vector), and every Mi (i = 1,..., k; k > 0) is a mapping of I u {A} 
into the set of stochastic n × n matrices. 
If  A has a fixed initial state s1 and i fF is the set of final states, then we denote 
A also by the quadruple (S, (M x ,..., Mk}, ~r(sa),f(F)). In addition, we 
denote ]A [ ~ k. 
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Let P be an arbitrary" nonempty word over I. There is an infinite number of 
ways to present P in the form P = Y,Y2 "'" Y~ where y~ e Iva {a}(i = l,..., r). 
We now define 
~(P) = lub{TrMq(yl) Me2(y~) ... M#(y~) f  ] P =- Y~Y2 "" Y~ , 
y~- e I u {h} and I ~< i~ ~< k}. (~) 
Here lub means the least upper bound. 
Let P be the empty word Z. We take the above lub and denote it by lub(A). 
Then we define 
~/(A) = max(Trf, lub(A)). 
Thus, we have obtained a word function ~ : I* --* [0, 1], where [13, I] = 
{~10 ~<~ ~< 1}. 
Let ~/be a real number such that 0 ~< 7 /< 1. The definition of r/(P) implies 
that r/(P) > r/(P =/: A) if and only if there are symbols yj ~ I k) {A}(j = 1,..., r) 
and natural numbers ij (1 ~ fj ~< k; j" = 1,..., r) such that P - Y l  "'" 2r and 
zrMi l (y l )  "" Y l#(yr )y  > ~?. 
D~FI~ITION 2, Let A be as above. The multistochastic language accepted 
by A with the cut-point 7/, 0 ~< ~7 < 1, is the set of words 
L (&  n) = {P ~ I*  I ~(P) > ~}. 
Every probabilistic automaton A is a mnltistochastic automaton such that 
I A I=  1 and MI(A ) ~ E. Consequently, every stochastic language is 
multistochastic, too. The converse is not true as we shall see later. 
We are interested in the following language families: 
= {L J L = L (A ,  rl) for some ~7 and A such that j A ] = i and 
M,(a) --  ~; j = 1,..., i}, 
~a = {1. I L = L (A ,  ~7) for some ~7 and A such that I A I = i}, 
~ai, ~ = {L 1L = L (A ,  ~7) for some ~7 and A such that ] A I = 1 and 
ze= 0N,  
xe. = U ~.  
g=l 
MI(A) is deterministic}, 
643/2312-6 
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Thus, ~'¢1 is the family of stochastic languages. The families £Ps, ~q°la, ~,aa, 
, ~a ,  ~ and ~a will be of special interest o us. By the definitions, we 
have 
_c .~  c we c G~ c ~e ~, G c G _c ~e _c w~. 
We shall show later that the inclusions ~1 --- ~°laa nd ~s  --- ~ are proper, and 
that ~ C G~ 'a ~P~. - -  lc / ,  ~2  A 
I I I .  GENERALIZATIONS AND REDUCTION THEOREMS 
We now give up  the requirement that the initial vector and the matrices 
Ms(x) have to be stochastic and that f  consists of O's and l 's  only. 
DEFINITION 3. A generalized multistochastic automaton over an alphabet I 
is an ordered quadruple GA = (S, {Ms,..., M~}, ~r, f )  where S = {s 1 ,..., s~}, 
• r and f r  are n-dimensional row vectors with real components, and each M i 
is a mapping of I u {)~} into the set of n × n matrices with real elements. 
The definitions of *7(P) and L(GA, ~), where *7 is a real number, are ana- 
logous to those of L(d,  *7). 
THEOREM 1. Every generalized multistochastic language is multistochastic. 
Moreover, if L = L(GA, .7), then L = L(A, *Ta) where A is a multistochastic 
automaton such that I A ]= [ GA [. I f  Mi(;~)= E in GA for every 
i (i -~ 1,..., J GA [), then the same holds for A. 
Proof. Let L ~- L(GA, *7) where GA = (S, {M s ,..., M~}, ~r, f ) .  Let the 
alphabet of GA be L Define 
I1 ={ x(~) lx~I ;  i= l , . . . , k}  if Mj(h) =E for every j, 
/1 a ={x  ( i ) [xe lU{A},  i=  1 .... , k} otherwise. 
Let GA s = (S, M,~r, f )  be a generalized automaton (Turakainen, 1969) 
over the alphabet I1(I1 a) where, for each x (i), M(x (~)) ~- M~(x). Now we 
conclude that L(GA,*7)= h(L(GAs,~)) ) where h(x (/)) = x for every 
x (~). On the other hand, there exists a probabilistic automaton PA-~ 
(So, M0, % ,f0) and a cut-point .71(0 ~< *7s < 1) such that L(GA z , *7)= 
L(PA,*h). We construct from P_d a multistochastie automaton A = 
(So, {Ms',... , M~'}, ~'o, f0) over I by defining Mi ' (x )= Mo(Xm ) for 
every x ~I(x  e l  u {A}). In the case of the alphabet I1, let M((A) ~ E for 
each i. Now we find that L(A, .71) = h(L(PA, .71)) = L(GA, .7), whence the 
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first sentence of the theorem follows. Clearly, the other two sentences are 
valid, too. 
Next, consider another extension of a multistochastic automaton. According 
to Definition 1, A has one initial and final vector, only. Consider, for a 
moment, a more general system 
& = (& ,  6'v,q ,..., a¢~}, {,~, ..., ,,,.}, {k ,...,L}) 
which has r initial vectors and s final vectors. The definitions of ~?(P) and 
L(A, 7) can be modified for this case, too. In this way we get the language 
L(A, 7) for every cut-point ~7, 0 ~< */ < I. The following theorem says that 
this extension does not affect he families ~g* ° and dq a. 
THEOREM 2. Let ~z/1 = (S1 ,  {]1,/1 ,..., .~ik} , {rr 1 ,..., rQ}, {f l  ,--. ,fs}). Then 
L(A, , ~1) E £,aa./fM,(a) = E for every i, then L(A~ , ~1) ~ ~.  
Proof. Assume first that Mi(/~) : E for every i. Let I be the alphabet 
of A,. Consider the generalized multistochastic automaton 
A = (S, {M~j, I i = 1,..., r ; j  = 1,..., k; v = 1 ..... s}, ,~,f) 
where 
and, for each x ~/ ,  
= (0, l, 0,..., 0), f = ( l ,  ~, 0,..., 0) ~ 
0 0 0 ]  
Mis,(x) = 7riM~(x)f, 0 ~hMj(x). (2) 
MXx)L 0 Mj(x) J 
Here = = 1 if3. ~L(A1, ~?), and c¢ = 0 otherwise. Let P = xlx ~ ... x,~ (x i e I )  
be an arbitrary nonempty word. Then 
[0 001 
M~lj~(x~)Mi~(~ ) - . .M~.,j . , , . ,(~)= ~M(P)L,~ 0 ~M(P~, (3) 
[ M(P)f~,. 0 M(P) J 
where M(P) = MJl(Xl)  Mj2(x2) " .  ~/]jm(Xm). This implies that L(A1,7) = 
L(A, ~), when we define M~j~(A) = E for every i, j and v. 
I f  Mi()t) v~ E for some i, then x ~ I k9 {A} in Eq. (2) and x~ e I u {A} in (3). 
It follows that L(A1, .q) = L(A, 71). 
In both cases, our theorem follows from Theorem 1. 
In the rest part of this section, we consider the problem, whether the 
number of transition functions can be reduced. 
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THEOREM 3. ~C_ ~f~a" 
Proof. Let L =L(A ,~/ )  where A = (S ,{M 1 .... ,M~},rr ,  f )  is a multi- 
stochastic automaton over I and, for every i, Mi(h ) E. Since ~1 C ~oa = - -  ld  ~ we 
may assume that k > 1. We form a kn-state multistochastic automaton 
A o = (So, {M}, %,  fo) where 
% = (~r, 0,..., 0), fo = ( f r ,  0,..., O) r 
and, for every x ~/ ,  
-M~(~) o ... 
0 M~(x) ... M(x) = 
, , .  
0 0 ... 
0 E --. 
M(A) . . . .  . (5) 
0 0 -.. 
0 0 --. 
M£(x) 
(4) 
Clearly, lub(h) = ~rf so that A ~L(Ao,  ~1) if and only if A ~L(A,  ~1). Let 
P = x 1 "" x r (x¢ ~I )  be an arbitrary nonempty word. For every represen- 
tation P = Y l  ""Ys (Yi ~ I  U {A}), we have %M(y l )  ... M(ys ) fo  = 0 or 
~roM(y~) "'" M(y~)  fo = r:Mi~(x~) "'" M i , (x r ) f  
for some choice of i 1 ,..., i t .  This implies that L (A0 ,7)CL(A ,  7)" The 
converse inclusion follows from the following assertion: 
For every nonempty word P = x l . . -x r (x  i ~ I )  and for every sequence 
i l l  2 "" i,. (1 ~< ij ~< k), there exists a word Q = y l  "'" ys (y~ E Iu  {A}) such 
that P = Q and 
%M(y l ) . . .  M(y~)  = (rrMi~(xl) ".- M~,(xr) , 0,..., 0). (6) 
In order to prove this, we first find that, for every x ~ I and every i 
(~ <i<~k) ,  
7roM(h)~-lM(x) M(A) k-i+1 = (~rM~(x), 0,..., 0). 
Now, make the induction hypothesis that the assertion holds for the word 
P = x 1 ... x r (x i ~ I).  Consider the word Px (x ~ I )  and the sequence i l i2" ,  ifi. 
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By the hypothesis, (6) holds for a word Q = y~" 'y~ (y~ e I u {a}) such that 
P = Q. Consequently, we have 
%M(y~)  ... M(y . )  M(A) ~-~ M(x)  M()t) r~-~+~ 
= (~rMA(X l )  " ' "  M#(xr)  Mi(x) ,  0 ..... 0). 
Hence, the assertion is true for the word Px. Consequently, it holds for all 
nonempty words. The proof of Theorem 3 is now complete. 
In the following theorem, we show that, for the languages of ~goa, it suffices 
to assume two transition functions only. 
THEOREM 4. I f  L c ~q~a, then L is accepted by a multistochastic automaton 
A = (S O , {MI' ,  M(} ,  %,  fo) where ~V/a'(x ) = 342'(x ) for every x e I. Thus, 
W# = ~ea. 
Proof. Let L = L(A, 7) where A = (S, {M1 ..... M,}, ~, f ) .  Let So, % 
and)C0 be as in the proof of Theorem 3. The matrices M/(x) (x  ~ I k) {h}) are 
defined by (4). Let M~'(A) be the matrix (5), and let M((x)  = Ml ' (x  ) for 
every x ~ I. Hereafter, the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3 if we take 
I u {~} instead of L 
As a consequence of the previous results, we have 
COROLLARY g. ~O 1C ~C ~(P C ~°i~ gC=~°l~ C ~a ~--- ~Oa. 
IV. STOCHASTIC LANGUAGES~ HOMOMORPHISMS, AND 
REGULAR SUBSTITUTIONS 
In this section we investigate, how the families ~a,  ~oa and 5~ are related 
to the family of stochastic languages. We begin with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let L be a language over an alphabet L I f  L ~ ~ or L E ~Wla, 
then L = h(Ls) where L s is a stochastic language over I L I  (c}(c (~ I )  and h is a 
homomorphism such that h(c) = A and h(x) = x whenever x ~ I. I f  L e ~a,  then 
L -~ h(L,) where L s is a stochastic language over I L I  {c, d}(c, d ~ I )  and h is a 
homomorphism such that h(c) = h(d) -~ A and h(x) -= x whenever x ~ I .  I f  
L ~ ~a _ ~q~, thenL = h(L1) whereL 1 ~ 5LP is a language over I  u {c}(c (~I) and 
h is a homomorphism such that h(c) -~ A and h(x) = x whenever x ~ L 
Proof. Assume thatL c £Wla. By Theorem 3, this includes the easeL ~ ~,  
too. LetL  = L(A ,  ~)) where A = (S, {M}, ~v,f). Let PA = (S, M ' ,  ~r,f) be a 
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probabilistie automaton over I where M'(c) = M(A) and M'(x) = M(x) for 
every x ~ L Then L = h(L(PA, ~)) where h is the first homomorphism of the 
theorem. This proves the first assertion. 
Second, assume that L ~ dg a. By Theorem 4, L ~ L(A, ~) where d --  
(S, {M 1 , M2}, ~r,f) and Ma(x ) = Me(x ) for every x eL  Define m(c)= 
Mt(a ), M(d)=Mz(a  ) and M(x)=Ml (x  ) for each x~I .  Then PA = 
(S, M,  ~r,f) is a probabilistic automaton for which h(L(PA, ~)) = L where h 
is the second homomorphism of the theorem. Thus, the second assertion 
holds. 
The last assertion is proved in the same way as the first. Instead of M 
and M',  we have M 1 .... , M~ and MI '  , .... Mk' where Mi'(c) = 21///(1) and 
M((x)  = Mi(x) for each x a I. 
THEOREM 6. Let L be a language over an alphabet I. I f  L a 5Ca, then L is a 
homomorphic image of a stochastic language. Moreover, i f  L ~ ~,q~, then the 
homomorphism is A-free. In both cases, the homomorphism is of the form h(x) = y 
where lg(y) ~ l. 
Proof. Assume first that L ~ ~.  Then L = L(A, ~) where 
A -~ (S, {M1,..., ~¢/k}, rr, f )  
and Mi(A) = E for every i. Define I t and PA 1 in the same way as I 1 and GA t 
in the proof of Theorem 1. Then L = h(L(PAt ,  ~))) where h(x (i)) = x for 
every x a I. In addition, h satisfies the required conditions. 
The assertions concerning ~qfa have already been established in Theorem 5. 
However, for the proof of the following theorem, we give another proof. 
I f L  e £oa, then we take/1 aas defined in the proof of Theorem 1, and proceed 
as above. Thus, L = h(L(PA1, r/)) where h(x (i)) = x for every x ~ I u {A}. 
THEOREM 7. Let A =- (S, {M a ,..., M~}, rr, f )  be a multistochastie auto- 
maton over an alphabet I, and let L = L(A, ~1). 
(i) There exists a multistochastic automaton A1 with a fixed initial state 
such that L = L(A1,  ~1). 
(ii) For any "11,0 < ~1 < 1, there exists a multistochastic automaton A~ 
such that L = L(A2, ~h). 
(iii) I f  ~7 ~- 0 or if  all of the transition matrices Mi (y) (y  E I u {a}) are 
deterministic, then L is a regular language. 
Moreover, in (i) and (ii), I A I [  = ] A2I -- ] A I, and if MdA ) =E for 
every i, then the same holds for A t and Az ,  too. I f  [ A [ = 1 and Mt(a ) is 
deterministic, then the same holds for A~ in (ii). 
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Proof. Assertions (i) and (ii) can be proved in the same manner as 
for stochastic languages (Turakainen, 1968; Salomaa, 1969). For (iii), we 
first find that, by the proof of Theorem 6, L = L(A, ~)) ~ h(L(PA1, ~))), 
i.e., the cut-point has not been changed. I f  V = 0 or if the matrices 1t//~(y) 
are deterministic, then L(PA1,7) is a regular language. Hence, L = 
h(L(PA1, ~))) is regular. 
TH~:om~r~i 8. The families ~q'1 and 54' are closed under inverse homomorphism. 
Proof. We first assume thatL ~ ~.  LetL  = L(A, ~1) where 
A = (s ,  {M~ .... , M~}, ,~,f)  
and the alphabet is I. Let h be a homomorphism h :Ih ~ 11". I f  h(y) 6 I* for 
some y ~ Ia ,  then y can be removed from In without affecting the language 
h-l(L). Therefore, we may assume that h(y) c I* for every y ~ Ih.. 
Denote m - maxv lg(h(y)) where y ranges over In. By omitting the trivial 
case m=0,  we assume that m>0.  Let U-~{i l i  2 ' ' . i~}1 ~i~<~k}. 
Hence, U is a finite set. Let u = ili 2 "" i~ be an arbitrary element of U. 
For every y ~ Ih, we define the matrix M~'(y) as follows. Let h(y) = 
x 1 "" xr(xi ~I). I f r  ~- 0, then Mu'(y) = E. I f r  > 0, then 
Mj(y )  = M,l(xl)... M,,(xr ). 
The definition is possible, since r ~< m. In addition, we define Mu'(A ) = E. 
In this manner, we obtain the multistochastic automaton 
A'  = (S, {M~' I u ~ U}, ~-, f )  
over  Jh  • 
We first realize that h ~ h-l(L) if and only if ;~ ~ L(A', 7). If  Q ~ )t and 
Q ~ h-l(L), then h(Q) = P for some P ~ L. By the definition of the mappings 
M~', it is verified that Q aL(A', ~7). In the same way, if Q aL(A', 7), then 
Q ~h-l(L). Consequently, L(A', ~l)~ h-l(L), whence the desired result 
follows. 
I f L  E ~fl ,  then k = 1 in the above A. This implies that the set U contains 
one element, only. Hence, A '  is a probabilistic automaton. Consequently, 
h-l(L) is a stochastic language. 
As we proved in Turakainen (1970 and 1971), the family ~fl is not closed 
under arbitrary (;t-free) homomorphisms. However, we can prove the 
following positive closure property. 
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THEOREM 9. Let L be a stochastic language over an alphabet I. Let 
h : I -+ 11. be a A-free homomorphism such that no pair of words 
h(x), h(y) (~, y eI) 
contains a common letter. Then h(L) is a stochastic language. Consequently, the 
family of stochastic languages over one letter is closed under arbitrary homo- 
morphisms. 
Proof. We want first to point out that the first assertion does not hold if 
h is not A-free (Turakainen, 1970). (See also Theorems 5, 13 and 
Corol lary 10.) 
Let  L = L(PA,  v) where PA = (S, M, rr(sl),f(F)) is a probabil ist ic 
automaton over 1. (By Theorem 7, we may assume that the initial vector is 
rr(sl). ) Let  S = {s 1 ,..., sn}. The  elements of /1  can be denoted in such a way 
that, for every a ~/ ,  
h(a)  = ~(a)x(a) "",~(a) (u(a) > 0). 
~'1 2 u(a) 
For  instance, if h(a) ~- xy, then we use the notation h(a) ~ x~)y (~). We 
construct a generalized automaton 
GA = (S va T, M~, ~(s,) ,k(e)) 
over 11 as follows. 
For  every pair  a ~/ ,  sj ~ S such that u(a) > 1, we take into T new states 
t (~). v .--1,..., u (a ) -  1. When defining the matrices Mx(x ) we use the a~ 
fol lowing notation: 
p(s' [ x, s) = the probabi l i ty  of GA to move into the state s' after reading the 
letter x in the state s. 
In addition, we denote M(a) -~ [mij(a)](a ~1). Define now 
a] 
p(t (v+~) [ x ~a~ ' (~ = 1 a~ u+l ~ ~aJ 1 
p(sjl ~)%(~ , t(~(~)-~)~j , = 1. 
I f  u(a) = 1 for some a E I,  i.e., h(a) = x(1 ~), then we define 
(1 ~i , j<~n) ,  
(v = 1,..., u(a) -- 2), 
p(so I x(,"', st) = mij(a). 
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Let the probabilities that are still undefined be zeros. I f  we fax some order for 
the elements of S tJ T, then the above definitions yield the matrices 
Ms(x(°')(x(°~ ~ 11). 
I f  the input word Q ~/1" is not of the form h(P)(P ~ I*), then 
7rs(ss) Ms(Q) f ~(F ) = O, 
since it is not possible for GA to read the whole word Q. On the other hand, 
i fQ = h(P) for some P, then we can verify that 
rq(ss) Ms(Q) fa(F ) = rr(ss) M(P)  f (F). 
Since 7/ ) O, this implies that L(GA, ~7) = h(L(PA, ~1)), whence the theorem 
follows. 
COROLLARY 10. Let L ~ ~LP1, and let h be as in Theorem 9 with the exception 
that h(a) = h for one letter a e I. Then h(L) ~ ~Z'l a. 
Proof. Define h'(b) =- h(b) whenever b =/= a, and h'(a) - c where c is a 
new letter (e q~It). Then h'(L) ~ ~1 by Theorem 9. This implies easily that 
h(L) ~ ~.  
In  the rest part of the section, we shall consider (h-free) homomorphisms 
and, more generally, regular substitutions. 
THEOREM i 1. I f  L ~ ~ and s is a A-free regular substitution, then s(L) E ~¢ 
and s(L) ~ ~cP~a. The family ~ is closed under h-free regular substitutions and, 
hence, under A-free homomorphisms. 
Proof. Let L = L(PA, 7) where PA = (S, M, zr(sl), f(F))  is a proba- 
bilistic automaton over an alphabet I and S = {s 1 ,..., st,}. Let s be a A-free 
regular substitution defined for the letters of 1. Let 11 be the alphabet formed 
from the letters of the words s(a)(a ~ I). The languages s(a)(a ~ I) are accept- 
able by the same deterministic automaton DA = (T,f ,  tl) over 11 where T is 
the state set, t I E T is the initial state and f : T × I 1 -~ T is the transition 
function (see, for instance, Salomaa, 1969). Consequently, for every as1, 
s(a) = L(DA, To) 
where T a is the set of final states. 
We construct ageneralized multistochastic automaton 
A = ( r l ,  {M~, M~s I a sI},  q71($i) , fl(F)) 
over I 1 as follows. 
64312312-7 
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Let 
Tl = Su{tat i  t c  T ;a~I ; j  = 1,...,n}. 
Define Ma(h ) = Mat(A) = E for every a ~ L Let 1 ~< i, j ~ n. For each 
letter a ~ I and x ~/1,  the elements of the matrices Ma(x ) and Mal(x ) are 
defined as follows (M(a) is denoted by [mij(a)]): 
Pa(ta3 [ X, Si) = mi~(a) if t = f ( t l ,  x), 
Pa(t'.jlx, tat) = i if t" = f (t ,  x), 
Pal(Sj [ x, taj ) = 1 if f (t ,  x) ~ T a , 
Pal(S~ [ X, Si) = ms~(a) if f ( t l ,  x) ~ Ta. 
Let the probabilities that are still undefined be zeros. It is clear that A ~ L(A, 7) 
if and only if h ~ s(L). Let Q c I 1 be an arbitrary nonempty word. Assume 
first that Q ~ s(P) for some P ~ I*. (Note that there may be several P's.) 
Then Q can be written in at least one way in the form Q1 "'" Q~.(r > 0) where, 
for some a s ~ L Qi E s(ai)( i  = 1,..., r). Consider an arbitrary representation 
of Q in this form. Denote Qs = xil "'" xsu, (i = 1,..., r; ui > 0). I f  us > 1, 
consider the matrix product 
M'(Qi) = Mai(Xil)"" Ma,l(Xiu,) • 
For ui = 1, we take M'(Qs) = M%a(Xil). Then we have 
~l(s~) M'(QO "" M'(Q,,)fl(F) = ~(Sx) M(aO ." M(ar) f (F) .  
This implies that s(L) C L(A, 7). 
I f  Q ~ s(P) but no one of the possible P 's  belongs to L, then 7(Q) ~ 7. 
I f  it is not possible to present Q in the above form, then 7(Q) = 0, since, in 
every attempt o read the word Q, A stops in some state tat. Hence, we con- 
clude that L(A, ~7) C s(L). Consequently, L(A, 7) = s(L), which gives, by 
Theorem 1, the desired result s(L)~ ~f. This implies, by Theorem 3, that 
s(L) c .~L  . 
For the rest part of the theorem, assume that L ~ ~f and that s is a A-free 
regular substitution. Let I be the alphabet of L. By Theorem 6, L ~ h(L1) 
where L 1 is a stochastic language over an alphabet 11 and h(x) ~ I for every 
x ~ I 1 • Let x ~ 11 be arbitrary, and let h(x) ~-y.  We define a new A-free 
regular substitution s' by the equation s ' (x )= s(y). Then s ' (Lx)~ s(L). 
By the first part of the theorem, s'(L1) e ~Cf. Thus s(L) E 5f, whence the last 
part of the theorem follows. 
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TI-IEOREM 12. The family ~q~a is closed under regular substitutions and, 
hence, under homomorphisms. Consequently, if L ~ ~'1 and s is a regular substi- 
tution, then s(L) ~ ~a. 
Proof. Let L ~ ~Z 'a, and let I be the alphabet of L. Let s be a regular 
substitution defined for the letters of I. We choose a new letter c 61 which 
does not appear in the words s(x)(x E I). Let h be the homomorphism for 
which h(c) = A and h(x) = x whenever x ~ 1. By Theorem 5, there exists a 
language L 1 E ~ over I k) {c} such that L = h(L1). ( I l L  ~ ~,  we may choose 
L 1 = L.) We define a A-free regular substitution s c over I u (c} as follows: 
sc(x ) -~ s(x) whenever A ¢ s(x), 
s,(x) = (s(x) -- {a}) U (c} if A ~ s(x), 
So(e) = {c}. 
By Theorem 11, we now have so(L1) E ~.  We find that if the letter c is deleted 
from the words of so(L1) , then we obtain the language s(L). This operation 
can be carried out by replacing in the multistochastic automaton accepting 
so(L1) the transition functions M i by the functions Mi' such that Mi'(A) = 
Mi(c) and Mi'(x) = Mi(x) otherwise. Hence, we conclude that s(L)~ ~a, 
which proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 13. Let L be a stochastic language over an alphabet I. Let s be a 
A-free regular substitution defined for the letters of I such that, for the alphabets 
I~, Ib of every pair s(a), s(b)(a, b e I), Ia (3 I~-= q) (the empty set). Then 
s(L) E 4 . 
Proof. Let PA, I1, DA and T 1 be as in the proof of Theorem I 1. Instead of 
the matrices M~(x) and Mal(x)(a E I, x ~ I1) , it now suffices to have M'(x) 
and Ml'(x ) only, since every letter x e 11 reveals the alphabet I~ to which it 
belongs. The matrices M'(x) and Ml'(x ) are obtained by defining p and Pl 
in the same way aspa and Pa, in the proof of Theorem 11. Thus, for instance, 
p(t~ I x, si) = m~j(a) if t = f ( ta,  x) and x ~ I~, 
= 0 otherwise. 
In  this manner, we obtain A for whichL(A, 7) = s(L), I A ] = 2 and M'(A) = 
MI'(A ) = E. By Theorem 1, we have s(L) e 4 .  
We introduce now the following language families: 
~f'(5¢1) = {h(L)} h is a A-free homomorphism and L ~ ~},  
df'a(~-cPl) = {h(L)l h is a homomorphism and L e ~},  
de',a(~) = {h(L)[ L c ~ and h is as in Theorem 9 with the exception that 
h(x) ~- A for at most one letter}. 
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The families 5%~cP~), Ooa(~) are defined as ~(£vx) and af'a(~%) using 
regular substitutions instead of homomorphisms. In addition, we define 
5°~(~) = {s(L)} L E 5e~ and s is as in Theorem 13}. 
As a consequence of Theorems 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, and Corollary 10, we 
obtain the following. 
Tm~ORE~ 14. ~g#2 a = £oa = yfa(£vl) = ~a(~, ) ,  ~ = ~/f(Sel) = 5¢(£%), 
~ = a°~,~(~) and s,'~,(~) c ~ . 
V. CLOSURE PROPERTIES 
In the preceding section, we already studied homomorphisms, inverse 
homomorphisms and regular substitutions. This section deals with some 
other operations. We begin with the following 
THEOREM 15. The families ~ and ~g#a re closed under sum. I f  L 1 and L2 
are stochastic languages, then L 1 + L 2 ~ ~2.  
Proof. The first assertion can be proved by using homomorphisms, but 
we proceed as follows. 
Assume first that L 1 , L2 ~ £0 or L 1 , L~ ~ £vh. We may assume that both 
languages have the same alphabet. By Theorem 7(ii), Li -= L(A~, ~7)(i = 1, 2). 
We may assume that [A l l  = [A2] since, otherwise, we can enlarge the 
smaller set of mappings by taking some mapping several times. Thus, 
A1 = ({sl ,--., Sra}, {]VII , '", Mk}, 7rl, fl), 
A2 = ({$m+l , ' " ,  sin+n}, {21//1',..., Mk'}, % ,f2)- 
Consider the system 
A = ({s 1 .... , s+~}, {M~' .... , M,~'}, {~r, ~r'}, f )  
where 
= (~1, o), ~' = (o, ~,), f = (f,~, f~)~ 
and, for each i= 1 .... , kandxe Ivg{A},  
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Now it is clear that L 1 @ L 2 = L(A, ~7). I f  Mi(A) = E and ~' (A)  = E for 
every i, then the same holds for M~. We have used Theorem 7(ii), but it 
does not affect the types of automata. By Theorem 2, this implies'that 
L i + L 2 e ~ whenever L 1 , L~ ~ ~o. The same holds for ~oa. Hence, the first 
assertion holds. 
If  L1 ,L  l ev i ,  then {Al[ = lAz l  = 1. Thus, A has one transition 
mapping and two initial vectors. From the proof of Theorem 2, it follows, 
by Theorem 1, that L(A,,?) e 4 ,  in other words, L 1 + L 2 e 4 ,  which 
proves the last assertion. 
COROLLARY 16. £~01C ~ C 5e C £,ala C 5¢1~ C 4 ~ = 5e~ where the first 
inclusion is proper. 
Proof. The inclusions have been established in Corollary 5. By Fliess 
(1971), the family £z° 1is not closed under sum. This implies, by Theorem 15, 
that the first inclusion is proper. 
THEOREM 17. Let ~ '  be any of the families 4 ,5F ,  5¢~a , S~la , ~ .  I f  
L 1 is a regular language andL 2 e oLP', thenL 1 + L2 e ~q~' andL 1 nL  2 ~ ~Z'. 
Proof. The corresponding result has been proved for 5¢ 1 in Turakainen 
(1968). The proof can be modified for this case, too. 
THEOREM 18. The fandlies ~c¢2, oW, ~q'l a and ~caz are closed under mirror 
image. 
Proof. The same transposition operation can be used as for the family 5¢1 
in Turakainen (1969). Then the theorem follows from Theorem 1. 
For the families ~,  £¢1 a and ~oa the theorem can be proved also by using 
Theorem 14. 
THEOREM 19. Let L~ be a regular language over I~ , and let L,  be a stochastic 
language over ls . Then L/L s ~ 4 and L~L~ e 4 . Moreover, i f  lr C5 [~ =- q3, 
then L,,L~ ~ ~q~a nd L~L~ e ~1.  [See also Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 in 
Turakainen (1970).] 
Proof. Assume first that/~ c~/~ = ~ and A ,~L~. Now Lr = L(DA, Fr) 
and L~ = L(PA,  ~7) where DA = ({s 1 .... , s~}, M~ , 7r(sl),f(F,)  is a deter- 
ministic automaton rewritten as a probabilistic automaton, and 
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is a probabilistic automaton. Let GA = ({s  1 . . . .  , s~+~}, M, ~rl(sl),f) be a 
generalized automaton over I r u I s where f = (0,fsr) r and, for every 
xe I~,ye ls ,  
M~(y)J' (7) 
where, for each i(i = 1,..., m), 
the i-th row of B(y)  = t ( l '  0 ..... 0) M,(y)  if 
{ (0,..., 0) otherwise. 
S i ~F  r , 
I f  P is not of the form P1P2 where P1 ~ Ir and P2 c Is (P2 =/= 2t), then 
~r~(sl) M(P) f  = 0. I f  P is of this form and P2 v~ 2t, then 
tO if P~ ~L(DA,  Fr), 
~-~(s~) M(P) f  = &r'(s~+~) M.(P2)f~ if Px eL(DA,  F,.). 
Hence, we conclude that L(GA, 7) = L~.  This implies that L~L, c ~1.  
Assume now that 2t eLs .  Then L~L, = L~ + Lr(L, - -  {;t}). By the above 
proof, L~(Ls -- {2t}) z ~.  Hence, L~L s ~ ~q'~ . 
The assertion that L~L~° I  follows now from the identity LsL~ = 
mi(mi(L~) mi(L~)), where mi means the mirror image. 
Finally, we show that the assertion concerning ~ holds. Let DA and PA 
be as above. Without loss of generality, we assume that I~ = Is -~ I. Consider 
first the case 2t ~ L s . Let A -~ ({s 1 .... , s~+~}, {M1, M2}, ~rl(sl), f )  be a gener- 
alized multistochastic automaton in which f is as above and, for each x 6 I ,  
Mx(x ) equals the matrix M(x) in (7), and, for each y ~ I, M2(y ) equals the 
matrix M(y)  in (7). Now, it can be verified that L(A, 7) = L~Ls. By 
Theorem 1, LOLs E ~q° 2 . 
I f  2t aLs ,  then we proceed as above and conclude, by Theorem 17, that 
L~L~ ~ ~ . 
The assertion that L~Lr ~ ~ follows now from Theorem 18. 
THEOREM 20. Let ~ '  be .LP or .LP ~. I f  Lr is a regular language and L ~ ~ ' ,  
then LrL ~ 5q' and LL  r ~ ~ ' .  
Proof. Let L ~ .LP' be a language over 11 and L~ a regular language over I t .  
By Theorem 6, L ~ h(Ls) where Ls is a stochastic language over an alphabet 
I s ,  and h is 2t-free i fL ~ ~.  By changing I s ,  we may assume that Ir t3 Is = q~. 
Define a homomorphism h' as follows. Let h'(x)== x whenever x ~I~,  
and h'(x)-~ h(x) whenever x ~ Is .  Then LrL ~ L, .h(Ls)= h'(L~L 3 and, 
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similarly, LL~ =- h'(LdL~). From Theorems 11, 12, and 19 it now follows that 
Lr L ~ .gY' and LL~. ~ ~q~'. 
Another possibility to prove the theorem is to use regular substitutions and 
Theorems 11 and 12. 
TI~EOVd~M 21. All  left derivatives of a languageL e ~ belong to the family ~.  
Conversely, if  there is an integer m such that all left derivatives of a language L 
with respect o words of length m belong to ~,  then also L belongs to ~.  The same 
holds for right derivatives, too. 
Proof. Assume that L = L(A, ~1) where A = (S, {M1,..., M~}, ~r, f )  and 
Mi(A) = E for every i. Let P = x 1 -" x~ (r >/0)  be an arbitrary word. Define 
U = {~' l~'  -= 7rMh(xl). . .M#(x~ ), 1 <~ i s <~ k}. 
It is easy to see that the system A 1 = (S, {M 1 .... , M~}, U, {f}) accepts the 
left derivative of L with respect o P with the cut-point 71. The first assertion 
follows now from Theorem 2. 
Conversely, let m be an integer such that the corresponding left derivatives 
of a language L belong to the family £8. Denote by P1 ,-.., P,  the words of 
length m, and let L~ ..... L~ be the corresponding left derivatives of L. Then 
L = L~ + {&)L~ + -.. + {P , )L , ,  
where Lf is a finite language consisting of the words P eL  for which 
lg(P) < m. Consequently, by Theorems 15 and 20, we have L e ~,¢. 
The assertion concerning right derivatives follows from the first part and 
Theorem 18. 
VI. MULTISTOCHASTIC AUTOMATA AND 
STOCHASTIC SEQUENTIAL MACHINES 
In addition to Theorem 14, we now motivate the notion of a multistochastic 
automaton i  another way. 
By an asynchronous tochastic sequential machine (assm)[see Starke and 
Thiele (1970)] we mean a system 
SM = (S, X, Y, M, ~), 
where S = {s 1 ,..., sn} is the set of states, X is the input alphabet, Y is the 
output alphabet, 7r is an n-dimensional stochastic row vector (initial vector), 
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and M assigns to every element (Q, x) of F(Y) × X(F (Y )  is a finite subset 
of Y*) a nonnegative n × n matrix M(Q, x) = [mi~(Q ] x)] such that, for 
each i = 1,..., n, 
i ~ m,J(Q I x) = 1. 
j~l 0 
Here mi~(Q Ix) is the probability of SM to move into the state s t and to 
produce the word Q after being in the state s i and receiving the input x. 
Further, we define M(A ] A) = E. 
I f  P = xlx 2 "" x~(x¢ ~X; r > O) and Q~ eF(Y)(i = 1,..., r), then we denote 
M(QI I xl) M(Qz I xz) "" M(Q~. t x~) = M(Q1, Q2,..., Q~- I P). 
By a final vector we mean any n-dimensional column vector with real 
components. 
Le t f  be a final vector and Q an arbitrary word of Y*. I fQ  can be written 
as a catenation of some words ofF(Y), then we define 
Rs(Q) = lub{~rM(Qa ,..., Q~ I P ) /  I Q = QI "'" Q~ , P a x*}. 
Otherwise, R¢(Q) is undefined. A language L is called an output language of 
SM if and only if there exist a real number ~7 and a final vector f such that 
L = L(SM, f, 7) where 
L(SM, f, 71) = {Q ~ Y* ] Ry(Q) > ~}. 
We introduce the following language families: 
~s~m(k) -~ {L [L is an output language of some assm 
for which card(X) = k and F(Y)  = Y V {A}}, 
~°sm(k ) = {L ]L is an output language of some assm 
for which card(X) = k and F(Y) = Y}, 
~2m ~ 0 "~°sam(k) , ~sm--~ 0 ~sm(k). 
k=l ~I  
LEMMA 22. ~sm C ~,  ~°sm C .~o. For every k, ~('sam(k) C ~k ~ and 
~e~m(k ) c_ ~.  
Proof. Assume that L = L(SM, f, ~1) where SM = (S, X, Y, M, It) is 
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an assm such that card(X) = k andF(Y)  = Y W {~}. Consider the generalized 
multistochastic automaton 
A = (S ,{M~lxEX}, r r ,  f )  
over Y where, for every x e X, y e Y kJ {a}, 
M,(y)  = M(y  ] x). 
I f  x~ E X and y~ ~ Y tJ {a}(i ----- l,..., r; r > 0), then we have 
zrM~(yl) ". M~,(y~)f = ~rM(y 1 ..... y ,  Ix1"." xr) f. 
This implies thatL(A,  ~) - -  L. By Theorem 1, we haveL ~ ~a.  
Assume thatL  ~ ~sm(k). Then F(Y)  = Y in the above SM, and y ~ Y in 
the definition of M, .  Further, define M~(A) = E for every x ~ X. Then we 
find that L = L(A, ~) ~ "fie. Hence, ~gq~m(k ) C ~°ka and o2°sm(k) _ 5('~, whence 
the theorem follows. 
LEMMA 23. £oa _C £es~m, ~ _ ~m.  For every k, ~a  C ~q~s~m(k) and 
Proof. Assume that L ~ ~e a. Then L = L(A', ~) where 
A' = (S, {M1,..., M~}, ~,f') 
is a multistochastic automaton over Y. I f  we replace f '  by the vector f = 
f'--(*b...,~7) r, then we obtain a generalized multistochastic automaton 
A = (S, {M 1 .... , M~}, rr, f )  for which L = L(A, 0). This follows from the 
fact that the matrices Mi(x) are stochastic. Let q = card(Y) + I. Consider 
the system SM = (S, {x 1 ,..., xk}, ¥, M, rr) where, for each y ~ Y vo {h} and 
for each i(i = 1,..., k), 
M(y  J x~) = q-lMl(y ). 
From the choice of q it follows that SM is an assm, since the matrices Mi(y) 
are stochastic. I f  xi; ~ {xl ,..., x~} and yj ~ Y k) {h}(j - -  1 ..... r; r > 0), then 
=M(yl I*,1) " '  M(y ,  I * , ) f  = q-',~M,l(Yl)"" M~,(y,)f .  
Consequently, we have L(SM, f, O) = L. Hence, L ~ og°sam(k). We have shown 
that £oa _CC ~m(k) .  
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I l L  ~ ~,  then we proceed as above. The only difference is that now q = 
card(Y) and y ~ Y in the definition of M. We conclude that L ~ ~asm(k ). 
Hence, ~ C_ ~sm(k), and the proof is complete. 
As a corollary of Theorem 4 and Lemmas 22 and 23, we obtain 
THEOREM 24. ~a  -_ ~qasara = ~%Osara(2 ) and ~.e = £Psm. For every h, 
~ = ~asm(h ) and ~ = £asm(k ). Thus, the family of stochastic languages 
equals the family ~asm(1), and ~atz = .~sam(1). 
By this theorem, multistoehastic automata nd probabilistic grammars of 
Santos (1972) are closely related to each other. 
Hitherto, we have investigated the cases F(Y) = Y u {A} and F(Y) = Y, 
only. We prove now that this is not a restriction as far as the family of output 
languages i  concerned. 
THEOREM 25. Let SM = (S, X, Y, M, rr) be an asynchronous tochastic 
sequential machine,f a final vector and ~7 a real number. Then L( SM, f, ~1) ~ ~asm. 
I f  A 6F(Y),  then L(SM, f, ~7) e £~°sm. 
Proof. For every word Q ~F(Y), we choose a new letter y o . These letters 
form an alphabet Y1. Let SM 1 =- (S, X, Y1,3/11, ~r) where, for each pair 
x ~ X ,y  o ~ Y1, we define Ml(yolx)= M(Q]x).  Then it is clear that 
L(SM, f, V) -= h(L(SM1 ,f, ~7)) where h(yo) = Q for every Yo ~ Y I .  Thus, 
h is h-free ifA 6F(Y). SinceL(SMt ,f, ~) ~ £Psm, it follows from Theorems 24, 
11, and 12 that L(SM, f, ~7) ~ 5esam, and L(SM, f, *7) ~ £Psm if A 6F(Y).  This 
proves the theorem. 
Note added in proof. We hope to return, in a forthcoming paper, to some 
problems concerning the above defined language families. Among other 
things, we shall show that ~laa = ~ and that the families ~sm and ~m 
remain unaltered if only stochastic final vectors are allowed. 
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